Abstract

We present the Spoken Academic Belgian Dutch (SABeD) corpus and a description of its construction. It was compiled from selected first bachelor academic lectures in higher education institutions in Flanders, as students indicate that the language used in such lectures is one of the hurdles for comprehension and academic success. We first applied speech recognition on these lectures and then applied manual utterance segmentation and manual correction of the automated transcription. A filtered version of the resulting transcriptions was automatically punctuated and linguistically annotated with CLARIN tools and is currently available for search in the Autosearch online corpus query environment. The manual transcriptions and the ELAN files with the final annotation will soon be made available to the research community for download in the CLARIN infrastructure at [http://hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-w4](http://hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-w4).

1 Introduction

In higher education, students are confronted with academic language use, with which they are often not familiar. Since academic language skills are a necessary condition for study success, higher education institutions in Flanders and the Netherlands focus on language support for students. In many institutions, these efforts evolved into formal, embedded language policies, but research into their implementation is limited (Bonne & Casteleyn, 2022). The number of international students pursuing higher education in Flanders is estimated at around 2,500 per year (Deygers & Malone, 2019). Research (Deygers, 2017; Deygers et al., 2017) shows that Dutch language learners struggle with academic spoken Dutch, even when they passed the university entrance language tests, ITNA (Interuniversitaire Taaltest Nederlands voor Anderstaligen; Interuniversity Test of Dutch for Speakers of Other Languages) or CNaVT (Certificaat Nederlands als Vreemde Taal; Certificate of Dutch as a Foreign Language). These tests are required for international students wishing to follow programmes taught in Dutch in higher education in Flanders. Although academic listening can be part of such tests, learners have indicated that the listening tasks used in these tests are easier than actual lectures (Deygers et al., 2018). One reason for this discrepancy is that the linguistic features of these listening tasks have not been empirically validated because of the lack of a corpus of spoken academic Dutch.

One of the key predictors of success in university entrance language tests (Heeren et al., 2020; Trenkic & Warmington, 2019) is learners’ vocabulary knowledge. At the same time, academic vocabulary
has also been put forward as one of the main challenges that university students face when listening to academic lectures. Research into English has shown that listening comprehension increases with lexical coverage, or the percentage of known words in a text (Durbahn et al., 2020; Van Zeeland & Schmitt, 2013), and that vocabulary knowledge is a strong predictor of academic listening comprehension (Wallace, 2020). More concretely, learners should be familiar with 95% to 98% of the running words in spoken academic English to reach reasonable to very high comprehension. This means that to reach detailed comprehension of lectures, learners need to know high frequency vocabulary, as well as the 3,000-9,000 most frequent word families (plus proper nouns and marginal words) in English respectively (Dang, 2022; Dang & Webb, 2014; Stæhr, 2009).

This was one of the main reasons for starting the SABeD (Spoken Academic Belgian Dutch) project. The principal aim of this project was building a multimodal corpus of spoken academic Belgian Dutch, which consists of (transcripts and audio/video recordings of) academic lectures. Besides, lectures can be said to constitute the dominant form of instruction for students entering higher education in Flanders. This means that they must process new subject matter in a register they may not yet fully master. This is particularly problematic, considering that research has shown a link between academic language skills and success in higher education (Heeren et al., 2020, 2021; Milton & Treffers-Daller, 2013; Trenkic & Warmington, 2019). The compilation of a Spoken Academic Belgian Dutch corpus is, thus, warranted. Especially since earlier research (Dang et al., 2017) has already demonstrated the usefulness of such corpora in analysing the lexical demands of academic lectures and in developing/validating vocabulary learning materials that can help students reach the required lexical coverage levels for detailed comprehension of those lectures. Moreover, such corpus-based learning materials may also raise awareness among both teachers and students about their academic language use and struggles (Dang, 2022; Dang et al., 2021; Nation, 2016; Uchihara & Webb, 2022). Due to the covid pandemic, recorded video lectures are available in abundance. The SABeD corpus contains a mix of written-to-be-read and spontaneous spoken language.

This paper presents how the corpus was created.

Section 2 describes related work, Section 3 describes how the corpus was compiled, and Section 4 describes the semi-automatic transcription process, consisting of a phase of automated speech recognition (Section 4.1) and a phase of manual post-editing (Section 4.2). Section 5 describes how the manual transcriptions were filtered and postprocessed using CLARIN tools and how the corpus is made available to specific researchers, again using CLARIN tools. Section 6 draws conclusions and sketches the plans of using the corpus for the creation of an academic vocabulary list and empirical validation of a new university entrance vocabulary test.

2 Related Work

Some of the most notable corpora featuring spoken academic language currently in existence include the MICASE (Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English) corpus (Simpson et al., 2002), T2K-SWAL (TOEFL 2000 Spoken and Written Academic Language) corpus (Biber et al., 2002), BASE (British Academic Spoken English) corpus (Thompson & Nesi, 2001) and the CGN (Spoken Dutch Corpus) (Oostdijk et al., 2002). We will briefly discuss these four corpora because of their prominence within the field, and the standards they provided for designing the SABeD corpus in terms of balance and representativeness decisions.

3The other aims of the project are investigating the effectiveness of speech technology for automatic transcription of spoken texts, developing a word frequency list of spoken academic Belgian Dutch, and creating a vocabulary test of spoken academic Belgian Dutch, but these fall outside of the main focus of this paper.

4In analogy with CGN (Oostdijk et al., 2002), we consider our corpus a spoken corpus. The initial collection of 972 recordings did include a number of pre-recorded lectures and knowledge clips in which the lecturers had prepared and/or read out their text. However, in the selection of the 200 recordings for the final corpus, live lectures taught on campus were given priority. Additionally, other spoken corpora, such as the CGN also feature a variety of (semi-)structured instances of speech (e.g. interviews, news bulletins, masses, formal speeches, and even recited texts) (cf. https://ivdnt.org/images/stories/producten/documentatie/cgn_website/doc_Dutch/topics/overview.htm#inleiding). Apart from that, other spoken academic corpora, among other the MICASE corpus (Simpson et al., 2002), also conceptualise academic speech in a broad sense as any speech occurring in an academic setting. Consequently, they also tend to contain (semi-)structured instances of speech, such as presentations or dissertation defenses.
The MICASE corpus comprises 152 different academic speech events (i.e. small and large lectures, discussion and lab sections, seminars, student presentations, advising sessions, colloquia, dissertation defenses, interviews, meetings, office hours, service encounters, study groups, tours and tutorials) from the University of Michigan, amounting to nearly 200 hours or approximately 1.7 million words worth of transcriptions. It spans four major academic divisions (i.e. Humanities and Arts, Social Sciences and Education, Physical Sciences and Engineering, and Biological and Health Sciences) and also features discourse and text-linguistic annotation (Simpson et al., 2002). The spoken component of the T2K-SW AL corpus includes 1.7 million words recorded at four different American universities. The largest part of this (1.2 million words) was taken from 176 class sessions, while the remaining 50,000 came from office hours (Biber et al., 2002). BASE consists of 160 lectures and 40 seminars recorded at the University of Warwick and the University of Reading between 2000 and 2005. This 1,186,290 token corpus was compiled from four disciplinary sub-corpora: Arts and Humanities, Life and Medical Sciences, Physical Sciences, and Social Sciences. Except for Physical Sciences, each sub-corpus contains 40 lectures and 10 seminars (Thompson & Nesi, 2001). CGN is a balanced corpus with several variants of spoken Dutch (from read-aloud text to spontaneous conversations, from Belgium and the Netherlands), and which contains 30,917 words from university lectures (Oostdijk et al., 2002). Apart from these four corpora, clearly, other less-known and/or smaller spoken academic corpora have been created for English, as well as for other (non-Indo-European) languages. However, a domain-specific spoken corpus like the one we introduce in this paper was until recently not available for (Belgian) Dutch.

3 Corpus Compilation

In the corpus compilation stage, we selected academic lectures from both KU Leuven and Ghent University, because these constitute the predominant form of instruction in higher education institutions in Flanders, especially in the first bachelor year. Our corpus does not include university college lectures, because it was not possible to collect as many of them as of the university lectures. In addition, the university college lectures that we did manage to collect were predominantly associated with the social sciences. As such, including these recordings in the corpus without obtaining any more university college lectures first would have resulted in an unbalanced corpus.

For the purpose of our corpus, lectures are defined as instructional discourse presented before an audience of at least 40 students, in which the lecturer is the dominant speaker and the level of interactivity is modest to low. This is in line with the distinction made by the MICASE (Simpson et al., 2002) corpus between small and large lectures, for which the cut-off point was also 40 students. Furthermore, there are several reasons validating a corpus specifically oriented toward this kind of prototypical lecture. First, one should consider if and to what degree the language of lectures is influenced by the size of their audiences (e.g. frequency and nature of the interactions between lecturer and students). In this regard, it should also be taken into account that both native speakers and foreign learners of Dutch specifically indicated the language used in Flemish lectures as one of the hurdles for comprehension and academic success (Deygers, 2017; Deygers et al., 2017). In addition, research for English has also found that lectures are more (lexically) demanding as opposed to e.g. labs and tutorials (Dang et al., 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Division</th>
<th>No. of Videos</th>
<th>No. of Speakers</th>
<th>Full Video length</th>
<th>Transcribed length</th>
<th>Tokens (raw)</th>
<th>Tokens (clean)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological and Health Sciences</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56:20:04</td>
<td>25 hrs</td>
<td>201,122</td>
<td>190,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Sciences and Engineering</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>75:16:55</td>
<td>25 hrs</td>
<td>207,398</td>
<td>200,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities and Arts</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>61:54:18</td>
<td>25 hrs</td>
<td>227,360</td>
<td>215,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences and Education</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>99:55:52</td>
<td>25 hrs</td>
<td>267,279</td>
<td>254,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>293:24:09</td>
<td>100 hrs</td>
<td>903,159</td>
<td>861,787</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Corpus size over the different academic divisions. Video length is shown in **HH:MM:SS** (Hours:Minutes:Seconds format) and represents the lengths of entire lectures.

We specifically chose first year bachelor lectures, because they also constitute the first encounter of the target group (i.e. Flemish first year bachelor students and international students commencing university education in Belgian-Dutch) of our corpus with spoken academic Dutch. In this regard, it is particularly
important to note the primary pedagogical goal of the SABeD project and corpus, i.e. developing learning materials for students entering Flemish higher education. As such, these lectures make up a solid base for our corpus compilation, especially considering that we cannot be certain if and to what degree the language of lectures in later bachelor and master years differs from that in the first bachelor year.

To ensure that the corpus is both representative and has sufficient power to make statistical inferences, lectures from a considerable number of lecturers needed to be included (Biber, 1993). However, the selection of lectures for the transcription stage was impeded by the fact that, due to technical reasons, it was not possible to automatically download lectures from the video platforms used by Flemish universities. All lecturers/professors had to be contacted individually and all lectures had to be downloaded and processed one-by-one before they could be added to the corpus. Informed consent was obtained and metadata was collected (e.g. speaker data such as age, gender, teaching experience, place of birth). Eventually, we obtained 972 recordings, out of which we selected 200 lectures to undergo manual post-editing. This is still more lectures than in other existing corpora of spoken academic English such as the MICASE corpus (62 lectures; Simpson et al., 2002), T2K-SW AL corpus (176 lectures; Biber et al., 2002), or BASE (160 lectures; Thompson and Nesi, 2001). In terms of tokens (cf. Table 1), our corpus is smaller than the corpora mentioned in Section [2], but this is mainly due to the fact that we chose to only manually transcribe 30 minutes per lecture instead of transcribing a considerably smaller number of entire lectures. Only the 30-minute parts of lectures that had undergone manual post-editing were included in our base corpus to ensure a well-balanced corpus. However, the parts of the lectures that were transcribed strictly automatically will also be included at a later stage. Additionally, the remaining 772 videos that were not selected to be part of the initial base corpus will also be processed and added later, thus ensuring that the corpus will still grow significantly in size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological and Health Sciences</th>
<th>Physical Sciences and Engineering</th>
<th>Humanities and Arts</th>
<th>Social Sciences and Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology, Art, History, Philosophy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch linguistics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics and Law</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics and Programming</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Linguistics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maths</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research in Social Sciences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: No. of lectures per discipline and academic division

Due to us only manually transcribing 30 minutes per lecture, the 200 selected lectures had to be at least 30 minutes in length. However, this criterium was also, to a lesser extent, dictated by the existing data and circumstances. First, the prevalence and use of shorter lecture recordings (between 30 minutes and 1 hour) seems to have increased since the Covid-19 pandemic and thus in the data that we collected as well. Secondly, including these shorter lectures also led to greater variation in terms of speakers in the corpus. Following the example of the MICASE (Simpson et al., 2002) and BASE (Thompson & Nesi, 2001) corpora, the selection of lectures was further informed by academic division (Biological and Health Sciences, Humanities and Arts, Physical Sciences and Engineering, Social Sciences and Education). Table [2] presents the size of each of the academic divisions in the corpus. Generally, the academic division was attributed to a lecture by checking the study programme in which the lecture had been taught. In ambiguous cases, for instance, a science course being taught as part of the archaeology programme, the research unit and department of the lecturer determined the allocation of the academic division. Within each academic division, a broad range of disciplines is covered. We aimed to compose a corpus that is sufficiently representative for the purpose of composing a word list of spoken academic Dutch. At
the same time, the corpus should contain sufficient data to obtain standards for more specific academic divisions. Consequently, each of the aforementioned academic divisions was equally represented, thus amounting to 50 lectures per division. A distribution of the lengths of the videos is shown in Figure 1. A more detailed overview of the range of disciplines represented by the videos in the corpus per scientific division is given in Table 2 and a distribution of the length of the videos per academic division is shown in Figure 2. Table 2 was obtained by grouping together the videos of courses in the corpus that covered identical, similar or related subjects within each scientific division. This was done to be able to provide additional insight into the disciplines that are incorporated, while also considering the privacy of lecturers and GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) by not sharing the actual course names. Finally, we also collected about 800,000 tokens of written course materials, to increase the accuracy and performance of the speech recognition system (cf. section 4.1).

4 Transcription

As mentioned before, we only manually transcribed 30 minutes per lecture, instead of transcribing a considerably smaller number of entire lectures. More specifically, we transcribed only the first 25 and last 5 minutes of the lectures. The main benefit of this practice is that any differences between institutes and disciplines in length of lectures are eliminated, ensuring a well-balanced corpus. Moreover, transcribing the introductory parts and conclusions of the lectures ensured that the corpus is sufficiently representative of the more general spoken academic language spanning across different divisions. In these parts, one could expect a higher occurrence of general academic language and vocabulary than in the middle parts which could contain relatively more subject-specific technical language and vocabulary. However, by also transcribing portions of the lectures that stretch beyond their introductions, the corpus also still captures data on more specific academic divisions and disciplines. This distinction between general aca-
4.1 Automated Speech Recognition

Speech recognition was performed with an ASR system tuned for Belgian Dutch (Van Dyck et al., 2021), which is Kaldi-based (Povey et al., 2011). The Kaldi toolkit makes use of state-of-the-art deep neural networks. The new acoustic model was trained on data from the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk et al., 2002) and tested using the N-best benchmark (Kessens & van Leeuwen, 2007). The output of the ASR system consists of \texttt{ctm} files, which contain time stamps for each recognised word and a confidence level for each word. An alternative for this system would be to use the recently emerging end-to-end systems, but these do not allow independent training of language models, which is one of the additional goals of the SABeD project. The additional text material from textbooks and course materials will be used to improve the lexicon and language model independently from the acoustic model. This latter effort is still ongoing. The raw ASR output was inserted into an ELAN file as a separate tier. ELAN (Wittenburg et al., 2006) is well-known software for linguistic annotation of audio-visual material.

4.2 Manual Post-Editing

Manual post-editing was performed in two stages. Section 4.2.1 describes utterance segmentation and Section 4.2.2 describes manual correction of the speech recognition results.

4.2.1 Utterance Segmentation

The first step in manual post-editing consisted of applying utterance segmentation. This was done to make post-editing easier and faster. If we would not have applied segmentation, ASR correction would necessarily have needed to be performed at the word level. This would have been cumbersome as ASR errors can occur across word boundaries, requiring annotators to not only correct the transcript, but also to manually manipulate the time stamps. This segmentation annotation was registered in a separate ELAN tier. It entailed the placement of boundaries that indicate the start and end of a piece of transcription in the audio signal. The unit that demarcates these boundaries is the chunk, which is defined as a speech fragment that lasts about 2.3 seconds and is delimited on both sides by a (short) audible and visible pause. Chunks can, but do not need to, correspond to sentences or phrases. Shorter pauses (nearly always shorter than 1 second) that occurred within a chunk were ignored. As such, chunks that lasted less than 2.3 seconds were only possible if we came across a speech fragment of less than 2.3 seconds that was, on both sides, clearly separated from any other fragments by a long pause (i.e. of more than 3 seconds). Chunks longer than 3 seconds were allowed (e.g. multiple co- or subordinated clauses, long enumerations). However, if chunks lasted longer than 6 seconds, they were split up in front of a conjunction or where a comma would appear in written language. All in all, the length of chunks was highly dependent on the pace of the speaker under scrutiny, with slower speakers generally yielding fewer and longer chunks and faster speakers usually requiring more and shorter ones. An absolute criterion for the segmentation consisted of keeping compounds within the same chunk.

Any student interactions or substantial background noises (e.g. an opening door) were also isolated in segments and tagged in a separate ELAN tier. This way students’ voices could be easily removed later to respect their privacy and GDPR. Noises could be taken into consideration when these influenced the flow of speech. If some noise persisted in the background throughout all or most of the recording, no segment was created and this was instead signalled by adding a comment to the ELAN file. The raw ASR tier was then combined with the manual segmentation tier into a segmented ASR tier.

4.2.2 Correcting the Automated Transcriptions

The second step in manual post-editing consisted of correcting the automated transcription at the segment level. Annotators manually corrected the segmented ASR tier using a transcription protocol that was based
on that of the CGN (Oostdijk et al., 2002) and put the correction into the manual transcription tier. More specifically, there were two phases involved in the manual correction of the transcriptions. During the first phase, transcriptions were corrected at the orthographic level. This entailed that the spelling was standardised and punctuation was added. Interjections that did not constitute words themselves (e.g. ah, hè, uhm) and words from languages other than Dutch (e.g. Latin medical terms or English book titles, but not loanwords that have been accepted into Dutch) were annotated using designated codes. Students’ speech was cut out because it was too difficult to track them down and get their consent. Personal data (e.g. names of lecturers, students, courses) were also anonymised to uphold privacy and GDPR. During the second phase, transcriptions were checked at the acoustic level. This included the annotation of reductions (e.g. ‘k moet hier weg; I got to get out of here or da’s niet waar; that’s not true), dialect words (e.g. talloor; dialect term for plate), slips of the tongue, aborted words and sentences, unintelligible pieces of speech, and noises made by the speakers (e.g. coughing or sneezing). The number of files processed and the token count (using the linux wc command) on the extracted manual transcription tier are presented in Table 1.

5 Processing with CLARIN Tools

The ELAN files containing the manual transcriptions and other annotation layers are available for download at https://hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-w4. When extracting the transcription for further processing and compilation of frequency lists, we removed the special codes that were annotated in the manual transcription, such as tokens indicating hesitation/non-understandable audio pieces and special indicators marking dialect/foreign words. The resulting token counts after such cleaning are presented in Table 1. Note that these codes were included in the manual corpus annotation as such annotations may be relevant for other types of research related to spoken language or as training data for speech recognition models.

The corpus was then processed with the Full Stop Punctuation Inserter for Dutch (Vandeghinste & Guhr, 2023), which was built specifically for projects like SABeD. The resulting corpus was then processed using the CLARIN tool Frog (van den Bosch et al., 2007), an NLP processing toolkit for Dutch. This resulted in the following analyses: tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, morphological segmentation, dependency parsing, and named entity labeling. Frog outputs FoLiA format (van Gompel & Reynaert, 2013), an XML format made for linguistic annotations and CoNLL type tab separated files, containing the same information.
These FoLiA data have been uploaded to the CLARIN Autosearch engine for annotated corpora, making the corpus now searchable with Corpus Query Language (CQL) and sharable with other CLARIN users. Figure 4 shows the query to generate lemma bigrams of nouns in the corpus, and Figure 5 shows the results page. Results are also downloadable as csv files. While it is clear that the results are not always informative, the Autosearch interface to the corpus provides easy ways of exploring the corpus, and the queries can easily be made more refined. Autosearch can also be used as a concordancer.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the corpus compilation efforts for a corpus of spoken academic Belgian Dutch. Because we prioritised manual post-editing of parts of a limited selection of lectures in favour of balancing, our corpus is currently limited in token size (cf. Table 1) compared to other similar corpora. However, the strictly automatically transcribed parts of this selection of lectures, as well as 772 videos that were not part of the base corpus, will still be added at a later stage. This will significantly expand the size of the

---

6 Autosearch is a version of Blacklab (de Does et al., 2017), which works with customizable corpora. [http://hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-c5](http://hdl.handle.net/10032/tm-a2-c5)
corpus in the future. Once all data is processed, combining the metadata with the linguistic annotations in TEI format will allow even more fine-grained querying of the corpus, not only on linguistic criteria but also on metadata criteria. The corpus will also be made available in a Blacklab (de Does et al., 2017) corpus query engine for all CLARIN users. Even so, we acknowledge that variation in terms of speakers and disciplines was one of the main challenges and concerns in the construction of this corpus. Additionally, we would like to point out that the matter of anonymising multimedia materials (with regard to personal data such as names of lectures, course names and students’ speech), specifically audio and video, should not be taken lightly. Nevertheless, we aim to make the video and audio recordings of the lectures available to the research community as well once this process has been completed.

Concerning automatic speech recognition we can assert that while ASR speeds up the manual transcription, it is clear that a general domain ASR system does not contain a specialised vocabulary like the one that is being used in academic lectures, and therefore tuning the vocabulary and language model of the ASR system towards the specific domains is expected to greatly improve ASR accuracy and reduce post-editing effort, which should result in a speedier post-editing process.

Even though validation of a new word list and vocabulary test for spoken academic Belgian Dutch was one of the main reasons for collecting the corpus, this is still future work. The academic spoken word list will be developed based on the frequency and range of the words in the corpus (Dang et al., 2017; Szudarski, 2017) with the lemma as counting unit. This functionality is included in the Blacklab environment. To determine which words can be considered academic words, the frequency list will be compared to the general Dutch word list of Tiberius and Schoonheim, 2013. Words not occurring in that list are potential candidates for the spoken academic vocabulary list (depending on their frequency and distribution in the corpus). We will distinguish proper names, general academic words, and domain-specific words. After the example of the English Academic Spoken Word list (Dang et al., 2017), the Belgian Dutch list will be divided into sublists of 50 words, based on frequency. Additionally, we will process the corpus with term extraction tools such as D-terminer (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2022), TermTreffer or their successors.

We will also develop a frequency-based spoken academic vocabulary test targeting students’ aural recognition of academic word forms and their meanings. The test will be divided into test sections, corresponding to the sublists of the frequency list. It will have an online multiple-choice format. Students will be provided with the spoken form of the word and have to tick off the correct option that corresponds to the word’s meaning. The first test version will be piloted with a small group of Dutch-speaking students (n=30) before the start of the actual larger-scale validation process.

For the moment, exploring and implementing further practical applications, as well as evaluation of the corpus, are still areas of future research. Of course, once the corpus has been made available to researchers, a multitude of new uses and applications can be envisaged, such as comparisons at lexical, syntactic, and other levels with other (spoken and/or written) Dutch corpora.
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